Abstract: A system is something that can be separated from its surrounds, but this definition 1 leaves much scope for refinement. Starting with the notion of measurement, we explore 2 increasingly contextual system behaviour, and identify three major forms of contextuality 3 that might be exhibited by a system: (a) between components; (b) between system and 4 experimental method; and (c) between a system and its environment. Quantum Theory is 5
(i.e. independently of the manner in which we observe them) becomes highly problematic [15, 21] , 137 and so assumptions routinely used in physics begin to lose their validity. Separability, reduction and 138 independence between components increasingly find themselves questioned, and new notions become 139 important, including emergence, holism, and downward causation [6, [22] [23] [24] .
140
However, formalising these notions has proven to be difficult. Instead of a generalised formal model, 141 we have seen a range of different approaches and methods proposed, especially as GST was gradually 142 replaced by Complex Systems Science (CSS). Network Theory; Agent Based Modelling; Statistical 143 Models; Spin Glass models; and Evolutionary Approaches have all been applied to the modelling of 144 systems well beyond the physical [25, 26] . However, caution is necessary. Von Bertalanffy noted the 145 difference between "description" and "explanation", bemoaning the fact that biology was stuck in a 146 descriptive, or pre-Copernican period [2] , which could provide an explanation for this wide range of 147 models and approaches. Are we stuck in a descriptive phase? Or do we require multiple models? 148
Model Complexity

149
The complexity required of a model depends not just upon the system to be described. The 150 requirements of the modeller also play a role.
151
Even for the case of the tennis ball we saw that varying levels of model complexity were possible. 152 However, in that case it was possible to choose between them according to the accuracy of model 153 required. This is because tennis balls exhibit a clear boundary separating the ball from its environment, 154 which means that it is only necessary to consider those factors in the environment are required for an 155 accurate enough description of its dynamics. This relatively straightforward scenario can be contrasted 156 with other systems which do not display such a clear separation. In particular, it is frequently the case 157 that different levels of description are possible within the one system. Thus, in the case of an ecosystem 158 we see that:
159
Depending on the spatiotemporal scale or window through which one is viewing the world, 160 a forest stand may appear (1) as a dynamic entity in its own right, (2) as a constant (i.e., categories that can be used in the explanation of some general thing (be it object, relation, law etc.).
Such levels of description pose a challenge to the more standard definitions of complexity, which often list a series of properties that are displayed by complex systems. For example, Mitchell [25] 
Measuring General Systems
206
In order to describe measurement, we will have to enlarge our notion of a system. Measurements 207 form a boundary between the system and the environment (in which the observer traditionally resides).
208
Introducing both the observer O and a measuring device D leaves us with the more specific system 209 shown in Figure 1 , one that it is possible to experimentally probe and investigate.
210
The classical ball, moving according to the laws of Newtonian physics must hit a device of some 211 form to be measured. This could be a wall, a basketball hoop, a net, tennis racket etc. but will 212 inevitably require an interaction between the system and the device. While the ball has a well defined 213 position before measurement (which could be extracted using visual observation) this does not count as Figure 1 . At its simplest, a system S is something that can be considered as distinct from its environment E in some manner. Some systems can be measured by a device D which discovers information about the state of the system, and reports it to an observer O who resides in the environment.
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a measurement due to the way in which perceptual stimuli can be easily misjudged in scenarios of bias.
215
Nonetheless, it is possible to straightforwardly assume that the ball has a position before it is measured, to describe the dynamics of the stock market became responsible for a change in its dynamics.
272
There appear to be a number of different classes of contextuality which might be displayed by a system 273 of interest. We might initially expect that different effects would result from contextual responses: demonstrated. According to the formalism (see below for more details) the probability of some 314 measurement outcome can be extracted by representing the state of the system (|ψ ) with respect to 315 some measurement context. Thus, in figure 2, we see a simple measurement of a system which answers 316 a basic yes-no question (e.g. did the particle go up or down when we measured its spin). We represent 317 this scenario using a measurement context c which consists of a subspace in which the state |ψ can 318 be embedded. We use an orthonormal basis {|1 c , |0 c } to model this subspace, where the two vectors 319 |1 c and |0 c are used to represent the measurement of yes or no in the context c. QT predicts that the 320 probability of recording a yes to our question in context c is equal to the square of the projection of |ψ c 321 onto the |1 c state, and the probability of recording a no is equal to the square of the projection of |ψ 322 onto the |0 c state. This is a geometrical account of probability, given by a straightforward application assumes that a system of interest can be separated from the models that are used to analyse its behaviour.
351
The generalisation of QT beyond the physical realm would make it possible to model similar In what follows we will use a standard formalism where ⊕ is used to denote the combination of two systems via a general operator (i.e. it is not necessarily an addition operation) whereas ⊗ denotes the specifics of a tensor product which can be used to model this combination when the system is technically separable. 
Context in Measurement
399
Quantum measurements are frequently shown to behave in a contextual manner using a violation of 400 the Law of Total Probability as a test [52] .
401
For example, Busemeyer et al. [54] resolve the well known Linda Problem, which arises from applying the standard conjunction rule of probability to human reasoning. This rule tells us that the probability of some event A occurring in conjunction with a specific event X j is smaller than that of the same event occurring in conjunction with a more general event j X j :
This basic law of probability is frequently violated by humans across a wide range of demographics
402
(including educational ones). Such violations are commonly generated via a story that proceeds 403 something like the following:
404
Linda is 31 years old, single, outspoken, and very bright. She majored in philosophy.
405
As a student, she was deeply concerned with issues of discrimination and social justice, and continue will help to demonstrate this potential.
427
Another form of contextuality upon measurement is exhibited by systems which display order effects (meaning that the order in which two measurements are performed affects the outcome). Wang and Busemeyer [83] discuss a number of well known scenarios, unifying them in an approach based upon quantum probability. For example, Moore [84] showed that asking subjects about the trustworthiness of Bill Clinton and then Al Gore reduced Gore's rating (down to 60% from a value of 68%, obtained when Gore was rated first). That is, in the comparative context of Clinton, Gore seems less trustworthy. Clinton was similarly rated as more trustworthy when subjects were asked to rate Gore first (57% from a non-comparative result of 50%). This effect was modelled by Wang and Busemeyer [83] using projection operators to represent the probability of responding yes to question A (e.g. "Is Al Gore trustworthy?") as P Ay (similarly that of responding no to A as P An ). Asking one question is seen to project the cognitive state into a subspace, which then changes the probabilities of a subject answering yes to question B (as was discussed above for the general model). Wang and Busemeyer [83] use the formalism of QT to define an equality which must be satisfied by any system exhibiting pure quantum behaviour, the q-test:
where P AB = P (AyBn) + P (AnBy) and P BA = P (ByAn) + P (BnAy) which are two probabilities 428 referring to the probability of having different answers to two questions (A and B) in the orders AB subsystems, which will answer a set of 'questions' with binary outcomes. We shall represent these in that context, using the formalism introduced in figure 2.
As with many systems, the outcomes of our experiments will have a statistical distribution over all 479 available outcomes, and this can be used to determine whether the sub-components can be considered as 480 isolated, influencing one another, or in some sense irreducible. Frequently, joint probability distributions results of experiments performed upon sub-system S A , even though the two sub-systems were presumed 486 independent. Thus, the context of sub-system S A , as represented by sub-system S A , can have a well 487 defined influence upon its behaviour which is not causal in any of the more traditional understandings.
488
It is possible to derive a number of restrictions on the probability distributions that must be satisfied by a separable system. For example we could define such a system as one for which experiments performed at S A will not affect those performed at S B and vice versa. More specifically, a person committed to reductive modelling would normally assume that the result of running experiments a or a do not depend upon the experimental settings used on subsystem S B (i.e. b or b ), and that the results of experimentally interacting with subsystem S B do not depend upon the experimental settings applied to S A (i.e. a or a ). It is possible to construct a joint probability describing this state of affairs, and how it might depend upon a set of hidden parameters, or latent variables, denoted λ, which is assumed to have a normalised probability distribution ρ : dλρ(λ) = 1. The joint probability for experimental arrangement a, b becomes
and a similar set of relationships can be constructed for all experimental arrangements. Simple algebra allows us to form a number of inequalities that result from this assumption. For example, we can derive the Clauser-Horne-Shimony-Holt (CHSH) inequality [88] , which has become somewhat notorious in the field of quantum physics:
This is a very general statement about the possibility of separating a system into objective components 489 which interact only via the proposed variable λ. If this inequality is violated, then this separation is 490 impossible. It is worth emphasising the generality of this result. While it was originally obtained in the 491 field of quantum theory, the derivation of (4) makes no assumptions as to the nature of the system that is 492 modelled by the probabilistic framework that it proposes, merely as to the potential separability of S. At the beginning of this discussion we started by examining the notion of a system. We saw that while 549 a system in an environment is easy to imagine, the reality is not so simple. We quickly found examples 550 of systems which exhibit a variety of contextual responses to measurement and their environment, which 551 makes it markedly difficult to draw a clean line between the system and the environment. Many of these 552 systems are termed complex, however, the designation of a system as complex often depends upon what 553 aspect of it we are interested in modelling; it is necessary to specify the level of description before we can 554 make statements as to a system's complexity. We then sought to examine the manner in which system 555 contextuality affects measurement results and the advantage of the quantum formalism became apparent.
556
It is a formalism that recognises the manner in which our interactions with a contextually dependent 557 system will affect the results of measurements that we perform upon it. will not be modelled via the standard physical technique of quantization (where a classical system is 578 identified and the operators are then subject to a well defined procedure which results in a quantum 579 system). Quantum-like systems are being modelled by the quantum formalism precisely because they 580 never exhibited non-contextual behaviour, but this makes it very difficult to develop even a quantum 581 formalism for these systems.
582
Figure 4. A Contextual General Systems Theory would explain all of the relationships between the below four types of systems. Importantly, it would provide natural explanations of how paths (4) and (5) could be followed without assuming a classical (i.e. non-contextual) model at the outset. 
592
If direct paths could be found then they would allow for models of contextual systems to be constructed 593 without following the standard reductive modelling methodology, where we assume a set of objects, and 594 then gradually relax our assumptions about their behaviour (through first and second quantization).
595
One extant theory almost follows path (5). Modern path integral forms of Quantum Field Theory
596
[96,100] proceed by identifying a system, and then modelling correlations between two points (which 597 can correspond to experimental settings). Thus, modern QFT proceeds directly to the description of 598 contextual emergent systems, from the identification of a classical dynamics. Essential to this move 599 is the identification of a set of groups and symmetries. Similarly, even following path (4) requires 600 the identification of a group structure for the description of both time evolution and certain associated 601 measurements (e.g. spin in standard QT). However, this is no easy challenge. There is no guarantee that 602 the systems of biology, cognition or society will follow the same symmetries as those of physics. Indeed,
603
it is quite likely that they will prove to be far more complex.
604
It is worth noting that the schema proposed here is not a hierarchy of theories (such as the one of an effort would be involved in 'scaling up' the complexity away from the simple S ⊕ E assumption.
609
It also goes some way towards demonstrating what types of behaviours would need to be exhibited by a 610 system at the level of analysis that we had chosen for it before such a move became necessary. 
Conclusions
612
Formalising the notion of context is not impossible, but it will require sophisticated new mathematical 613 techniques. It also requires a thorough re-examination of the assumptions that we make when attempting 614 a scientific explanation. The fact that a system does not display objective responses to measurement need 615 not imply that it is beyond the realms of science; QT provides a direct counterexample, and much can be 616 learned from a careful consideration of the system of techniques that make up this approach.
617
Here, I have attempted to show that a unified approach to contextuality is possible. Taking inspiration 618 from the quantum formalism we can start to understand many different types of contextual system. We
619
can also start to utilise a range of tests that can be used to determine whether a system is contextual, and Research Council Discovery grant DP1094974.
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